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Lost alligator found
ELYRI A, Ohio - That was
no lawn ornament outside a
house Monday morning - it
was a live alligator.
"He was sitting on the
lawn just hanging out," said
animal warden Doug GiglioQl. "He was just trying to
get home, like a lost dog."
Glgliottl slipped a leash
around the alligator's neck
and brought it to the police
station while authorities
tried to figure out who owned it.
At first, police thought
the gator was Coco, a
33-inch reptile that apparently snapped a leash and
fell out of the back of its
owner's truck along Interstate 480 in North Olmsted
on May 20.
But when police called
Coco's owner, Baldo Campana, he said his alligator
had lost part of a claw. The
alligator found Monday had
all its claws intact.
The alligator's owner
claimed his missing pet
Monday afternoon. Police
did not have the man's name
or know how the animal escaped.

Powell wants Clinton to wave welfare
requirements
MILWAUKEE-Retired
Gen. Colin Powell said Wisconsin's welfare plan awaiting President Clinton's approval can "break the cycle
of welfare dependency"
while caring for children.
Powell, in a telephone
Interview Monday with the
Wisconsin State Journal of
Madison, said he hoped
Clinton would waive federal
welfare requirements so
the plan can take effect.
Wisconsin Works, also
known as W-2, would replace the current welfare
program, Aid to Families
with Dependent Children,
with jobs and job training.
-Republican Gov. Tommy
Thompson visited the White
House last week to ask for
the waivers. On Friday, Republican House leaders said
If Clinton doesn't sign the
wavers soon, they will try to
pass a bill to allow the program.
"It sounds very exciting,
an effort on the part of Gov.
Thompson and other
leaders to break the cycle of
welfare dependency and to
do it In a way that takes Into
consideration the need for
child care, education and
training," Powell said.
Critics of W-2 have argued that there are too few
jobs at adequate wage
levels to handle all the recipients whose AFDC would
end.

Cupid has been
found
LONDON - Lost for two
centuries, Cupid has now
been found - in an English
garden.
For years, the 4-foot statue was thought to be a garden ornament. But Sotheby's said this week It was a
long-lost work by the
18th-century artist Antonio
Canada, worth upwards of
$l.Simlllion.
It will be auctioned July 4.
"The statue had been
painted white and was
covered in moss and dirt,"
said Sotheby's Conrad
Webb.
During two centuries in a
series of gardens, Cupid
had lost his hands, and a
romantically vital organ.
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Tribe's PR director shares
stories at Breakfast in BG
Joe Boyle
The BC News
When Albert Belle is your star,
being the public relations director isnt so easy.
Bob DiBiaslo, public relations
director for the Cleveland Indians, deflected most questions
about the Indians' rambunctious
outfielder, but said he expects
Belle to be back In the home
whites - despite the current
breakdown In contract negotiations.
"Albert has a commitment to
the organization and we have a
commitment to him," DiBiasio
said Friday In a "Breakfast In
BG" speech at Olscamp Hall
DiBiasio shared anecdotes
about his duties as PR director
and his personal Interactions
with celebrities visiting Jacobs
Field.
The most powerful southpaw in
the free world has one of the
weakest pitches in baseball, according to DiBiasio.
President Bill Clinton, a lefthander, threw out the first pitch
at the new park, and DiBiasio
said Clinton's delivery was In
question before he reached the
mound.

Rapist
Pearson
filing
appeals
Joe Boyle
The BG News
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The BG Ncwi/Joc Boyle

John Moore, interim vice president for academic affairs, inspects
former Indians fantasy camp players Tom Walton, editor of the
Toledo Blade, and Larry Weiss, director of alumni affairs. Walton and
Weiss claim the titles of former players from their fantasy camp experiences.
"When we were in the tunnels,
he said he was nervous and didn't
want to bounce the ball into home
plate," he said.
DiBiasio asked the Chief Executive if he wanted to play a little

catch to get ready for his starting
performance, and tried to recruit
Manager Mike Hargrove's son to
toss the pill around with Clinton.
See INDIANS, page three.

As part of its 15,000 mile journey from Los Angeles to
Atlanta, the 1996 Olympic Torch will pass through Bowling
Green June 8.
The torch will arrive in Bowling Green around 4:30 by bicycle. It will be carried through the campus and town by runner. The torch will then be taken to Perrysburg on bike.
The Olympic Torch Relay, which began in Los Angeles
on April 27, will conclude July 19 at the Opening Ceremony of
the Olympic Games in Atlanta. The torch, which is taking an
84-day journey to Atlanta, will reach Bowling Green on day 43

Prisoners raising
pups to be guides
James Hannah
The Associated Press
DAYTON - Ohio prisons are
going to the dogs.
Behind the chain-link fences
and razor wire of the Dayton
Correctional Institution are
Labrador retriever puppies
that offer warm and fuzzy affection to even the coldest of
inmates.

puppies to be guide dogs for
the blind as part of a community service project.
"We love them," said William
James, an inmate who helps
care for a 3-month-old, chocolate-colored puppy named Polo
at the medium-security Dayton
prison.
"Some of the hardened crim-

See PUPS, page four.
A prisoner at the Dayton Correctional Institution works with one
Convicted rapist Eric Pearson,
of the dogs being trained to be guide dogs for the blind.
with at least 25 years in Wood
County Jail on his hands, has be>gun to file appeals on his three
convictions In Wood County.
"Let's face it," Mayberry said.
"What else does he have to do for
the next IS years?"
Joe Boyle
Pearson was convicted in April
The BC News
of the 1993 rape, felonious sexual
penetration and kidnapping of a
About 40 people from Bowling
University student on the west
Green sat down for about 10
side of town.
hours to take a stand for children
Friday night.
The Stand "for Children, in
Washington D.C. Saturday, attracted around 6000 people, according to Associated Press wire
reports.
Alan Mayberry According to Maria Simon,
local organizer, Ohio was expectprosecuting attorney ed to have the largest contigent.
"We represent all B.G. and
most of Wood County. We have
While Pearson's victim could librarians, children, parents,
not identify him, DNA samples teachers and students going to
taken fron her clothing proved to stand for children," Simon said.
be a positive match to Pearson.
When Simon first heard of the
Pearson's lawyers, Stanley event, she decided it might be
Needles and William Stephenson, fun to attend. Upon further conhotly contested the use of DNA sideration, she decided others in
evidence against their client, Wood County might enjoy the
claiming there was a "large" pool opportunity also.
of Individuals whose DNA would
"I got inspired to go, and there
match Pearson's.
was a lot of interest, so we deThe Jury thought otherwise, cided to go," she said.
convicting Pearson of all three
Annie Saunders, candidate for
charges In little less than three Fifth District U.S. Congress, said
hours.
her daughter felt very strongly
Mayberry said Pearson's ap- about the event and decided to atThe BC Ncwi/Joe Boyle
peal comes as no surprise to him. tend.
Parents and children board a bus for Washington around 11:30 p.m. Friday. They expected to reach
"Pearson has appealed his
"Standing up for children the capital in the late morning and leave in the early evening.
prior rape convictions, and the
this is our future and we need to
appeal Is paid for by the tax- take care of them," she said.
"I'm a grandmother. I'm going
They'd rather build prisons than
Linda Hernandez, of the Wood
payers," he said.
"They're trying to slash budgets.
give budgets to schools."
County Health Department, said formygrandkids."

Local group takes stand for children

"What else does he
have to do for the
next 15 years?"
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New syndrome, or
more silliness?
Michael Fumento
Mainstream medicine has a name for It: hoQwaah. But to a
small army of lawyers, doctors and reporters, multiple chemical
sensitivity (MCS) is a vicious epidemic, "the ultimate 20th century
illness." And because of that small army, It needs to be taken seriously, even if you are convinced it's hogwash.
If MCS advocates get their way, perfume and cologne will be
banned in public buildings, insecticide spraying will be severely limited, and litigation will break the back of many a corporation. In just
one suit, a jury awarded $49.2 million in compensatory and punitive
damages to 32 people who lived neare chemical plant in Missouri.
Roughly speaking, MCS is said to be an immune system or
nervous system dysfunction resulting from an overload of offending
agents. Often a single agent is blamed as the proverbial backbreaking straw.
Many suffers claim it's ruined their lives. They say they cant
wear colored clothing, eat many of their favorite foods, live in normal houses. One lady even hangs her mail on a clothesline for two
weeks to allow it to 'detoxify' before she can read It.
What are the symptoms of MCS? Practically everything.
A paper provided by the Chemical Injury Information Network
lists over 100 symptoms which may result from MCS, including
sneezing, itching, twitching, numbness, difficulty swallowing, hoarseness, ear ache, chest pain, easy bruising, high or low blood pressure, sore muscles, cramps, eczema, "heavy eyes," blurred vision,
dyslexia, frequent urination, genital itching, PMS, lower back ache,
nausea, belching, constipation, hunger, thirst, headaches, apathy,
forgetfulness, insomnia, drop in IQ, depression, bitter or sweet slime
in mouth, heat sensitivity, cold sensitivity, stiffness, swelling, pain in
Ate neck, anxiety attacks, agitation, liver pain, hair loss, premature
gray hair, brain fog and genital sweating.
The bottom of the page adds: 'Unfortunately this is not a complete list of symptoms." If you haven't suffered at least a dozen of
the listed symptoms in the past year it's a bad sign because it means
you're probably an android.
If this sounds like a lot of horse hockey to you, you wouldn't
make a good reporter, to judge from some of he credulous article
titles on the subject: 'Sick of Work: Chemical Poisons at the Office
;
Can Put You at Risk" (Calgary Herald), "When Life is Toxic" (New
York Times), Environmental Illness: The New Plague" (Utne Reader),
.'Why You May Be Allergic to Your Home' (McCall's), and 'Allergic
jo the 20th Century" (Health).
There are about 400 doctors in the country (generally called
'clinical toxicologists") who will treat you for this strange malady,
using even stranger remedies. A favorite: saunas which "sweat out
toxins,' even though you can't sweat out a toxin because the sweat
glands aren't connected to any of the organs that process toxins.
Other treatments include administering coffee enemas (what
"would Mrs. Olson or Juan Valdez say?) injecting or drinking one's
own urine, administering vitamin C and other vitamins, and using
the Oriental herb ginseng.
One Sacramento area specialist treats may of his patients with
injections of the "north wind." That is, the air is bubbled through
water and the water is then injected into the patient. Why the north
■ wind? Because many of his patients complain they feel worse when
, the wind blows from that direction. If by now you're absolutely convinced this is baloney, you're in good company.
No major medical association accepts MCS. It has been rejected by such groups as the American Medical Association, the
California Medical Association, the American Academy of Allergy
and Immunology, the Board of the International Society of Regulatory Toxicology and Pharmacology and the American College of
Physicians.
For example, the AMA's task force said, "No scientific evidence
supports the contention that [MCS] is a significant cause of disease
or that the diagnostic tests and the treatments used have any therapeutic value" and "multiple chemical sensitivity should not be considered a recognized clinical syndrome."
Michael Fumento is a science correspondent with Reason
Magazine. This is adapted trow a longer article in the current issue.
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Tom unleashes his load
In the continuing saga of
firsts In my life, this week contains my first ever trip to "The
Laundromat." I have brought my
pen and paper along to take
notes on the quaint, interesting
people and stories I will discover.
Excuse me for one moment please.
Okay, I'm back.
The first two loads are in
the washer. Now I will begin to
experience The Laundromat."
I'm eyeing the others. They don't
seem very friendly. I'll just lay
low while they size me up, and
let them introduce themselves
first.
Meanwhile, I'll read these
magazines. What do we have
here? Home Office. Boring.
Entrepreneur. Hmmm ... Nothing on this page. Hey, a coupon!
Let me see ... (this was the actual coupon) 'Buy one Franchise, get TWO FREE! It's nice
to know that even in mature ads
for adults, some things never
change.
I'm bored. They still look
pretty unfriendly. Hmmm ...
What should I do? I know.
"Ninety-nine bottles of beer on
the wall, 99 Dottles of beer, take
one down, pass it around, 99
bottles of beer on the wall." Has

their own laundry baskets here,
except the baskets are on
wheels and they have a tall pole.
Imagine one of those IV poles
from the hospital. Now imagine
a laundry basket attached at the
bottom. This is exactly what
they look like. I now propose a
new theory. Those people wearing nothing but a gown at the
hospital? They're not sick, they
are just doing laundry. This is
why some of them have to stay
there for a really long time. The
doctors say it's a "serious illness," but we know these people
are just waiting to get an IV pole
with a laundry basket already on
it.
What would the red-neck
version of Kum - bay - ah sound
like? "Coon - bay - Ah, my Lord,
Coon - bay - ah, Oh, Lord, Coon
- bay -ah."
Or maybe, "Coon bay ah,
but skunks bay Tide. (If you don't
get it, sound it out. Or ask a
friend. If you still don't get it, you
ARE a red-neck, there is no "you
might be if..." about it.)
It's a shame that there
seems to be a no talking rule in
the Laundromat. The girt over
there is kind of cute. I wonder,
what is the proper etiquette for
picking up a girl in a

^Ivther
anyone else besides me never
made it to the end of this song?
What happens when you get to
zero? "Zero bottles of beer on
the wall, zero bottles of beer...
That's it."
My clothes are done. Another minute please.
Hey, I'm timing you. You
didn't wait a whole minute. Oh
well, it's time for a new song.
"Kum - bay - ah, my Lord, Kum bay - ah, Oh, Lord, Kum - bay ah. Dry my laundry, Lord, Kum bay - ah, Oh, Lord, Dry my laundry."
"Ninety-nine times for the
dryer to spin, 99 times to spin,
once around, I have to sit down,
because I'm getting dizzy. New
song. ONE little, two little, three
little Indian shirts, - why are they
so little? They must have shrunk!
Ahhhll!" Wait right here.
Good, you didn't go anywhere. I just saw something
weird when I was taking my Tshirts out of the dryer. They have

Laundromat?
"Excuse me, I couldn't help
but notice that MY jeans were
spinning simultaneously with
YOUR delicates. Wanna' get
some pizza?" Maybe I'll just
smile at her first.
She's not smiling back.
New song. "5 antisocial
people in the Laundromat, 5 antisocial people, the one girl
yawns in her long Johns, 5 antisocial
people
in
the
Laundromat."
My clothes are done now.
I think I should come here more
often.
They are all different colors
than when I brought them in
here. It's like a whole new wardrobe, and I didn't even have to
go shopping!
First they had Frosted
Lucky Charms, now I have
Frosted Lucky Clothes. Now
with Orange hats, red underwear, blue socks, white jeans,
and purple horseshoes. Wait a
minute, how did those get in
there?
It doesn't matter. Finders
Keepers. Now I must leave, and
I'm taking the horseshoes with
me.
"So
long,
farewell,
Aufwiedersehen, goodnight."

An ode to a great invention
I got a food-for-thought
question for you. What was the
best Invention in the history of
our people? The wheel's a good
choice, so is the automobile.
Airplanes are another exemplary
invention, and so are computers.
As we all know, inventions
were made for convenience, to
make our lives more comfortable
and easier to manage (unfortunately, it also makes us lazier in
some cases). When I asked
myself this question, I thought
carefully, "What would be the one
thing I would not like to live without?" I thought for awhile and
finally, the old light bulb flickered
on. It might be a gross and insignificant thing for some of you
to think about, but I truly believe
it was one of the most tremendous and affecting inventions.
Give up? Okay, for this article, I
salute...the toilet!
Yeah, the toilet, what's
wrong with that? Think about it,
where would we be without it?
Aha...I thought sol I came up
with this when I recalled a memorable mountaineering trip In
Colorado.
In the middle of nowhere a
group of peers and I were faced
with not only daunting summits
and battering weather—but also
no toilets (and no toilet paper either, for that matter). In the
middle of my expedition, it
dawned on me just how much I
wished for a toilet to appear
magically, that and some good
'oi Charmin. Believe it or not, ft

disgust. Worse still, we take ft
for granted. I hope after reading
my reasons for choosing the toilet as the number one invention
in my opinion, you will have
come to the realization that it is
such a wonderful invention after
all.
Now that we have that out
of the way, to whom do we owe
our thanks and gratitude for this
marvelous contraption? After
doing some searching on the
Internet, I found the closest thing
to the genius.
His name, believe it or not,
was Thomas Crapper (bom in
1837). Yes, Crapper, no wonder
why we make useful references
to his name as another term for
defecating! (Although the term,
"to crap" originated in the United
States when he was only 9 years
old, but still, it's an amazing coincidence). The reason I said he
was the closest thing to being the
inventor is because there is no
solid proof that he did invent the
toilet, but there is evidence he
did. For instance, Crapper installed the drains, plumbing and
maybe
the
toilets
in
Sandringham House in Norfolk,
England during the 1880's when
Queen Victoria and the rest of
the royal family refurbished it. He
also maintained his own business as a plumber and has his
name on countless manhole covers throughout the country. Insofar as we know, he was probably most responsible for inventing the toilet.

was demanding work taking a
dump in the woods. I won't go
into the grisly details, but I should
add that at 10,000 feet and
above, there aren't any leafed
trees, only pine trees. So everyone I was traveling with and myself had the leisure (yeah right!)
of choosing from rocks, sticks,
pine cones, and pieces of bark
to wipe ourselves clean, and boy
did it HURT!
Let me tell you, it was a
dreaded chore we had to do just
about every day {you try holding it in for three weeks!) You
can bet none of us looked forward to it. Along with all of that,
before we dropped our pants we
had to make our own makeshift
toilet, which was a shoveled hole
in the ground.
So, my dear readers, after
reading my gruesome recounting of some of my cherished time
in the mountains, I'm sure you
can see why I give such a damn
about the toilet! I should be a bit
more specific here, though, the
toilet I'm referring to is the
flushable one, not the Port-oPots we see at construction sites
and at public events. I toll, they're
even worse than the woods.
It is an object of ridicule and

■
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So, If it was Crapper who .
created this great tool of our time,
then perhaps we should stop
using the word "crap" for it concocts a really unfair image of the
man who made going to the
bathroom a much more easier
and pleasant trip. I suppose it's
too late for that, however, it's
deeply embedded in our language, isn't it?
So this concludes my homage, tribute, honor, or whatever
you want to call it to the Porcelain Cesspool and its Creator.
What better way to revere his
memory than to go to the bathroom and take a nice big, fat 'ol
dump in the bowl? (Notice I didn't
say "crap"). Best thing about that
is I'm sure the crapper (oops,
slipped) will take it in any shape,
size, or color! Of course, for
some of you out there on weekends, puking in it is probably also
acceptable. In a final word, may
we all kiss Crapper's ass for the
best invention ever in the history
of mankind! (Ugh, then again,
maybe not!).
If you are interested in the
lore of the toilet, check out http:/
/minyos.xx.rmit.edu.au/
-s9507658/toilet/sltes.html for a
list of sites (Check out the Virtual Public Re8troom, you WILL
laugh!) or the same address except instead of 'sites.html,' type
in 'toilet.news' for some hilarious
stories.
You can still reach me at
gkingObgnet.bgsu.edu. See
you In 71

m
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Companies can't sell
recycled newspaper

Wheelin' and dealiiV

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - Think you're
doing a good deed by recycling a
stack of old newspapers? Think
again.
A drastic dip In the cost of
newsprint has left some recycling companies with their warehouses full of used paper, but no
buyers. One even admitted
dumping a chunk of the papers it
collects into landfills.

"It's a very weak
market, and there's
no other way to get
rid of this paper."
GuillermoCole
a spokesman for the county
health department

That's against Allegheny
County and state law, but the
market is so bad, nobody's enforcing penalties.
"It's a very weak market, and
there's no other way to get rid of
this paper," said Guillermo Cole,
a spokesman for the county
health department. "There's a
limit to how much you can store."
Waste paper prices had hit record highs a year ago as more
communities recycled paper and
built the market, said Dan Sando val, editor of the trade pub-

lication Fibre Market News.
"Mills were paying well over
$300 a ton for cardboard, probably a little over $200 a ton for
clean newspaper," he said.
New mills opened to handle the
paper as prices soared. But new
newsprint and pulp machines in
Asia are now expanding supply
and lowering prices at the same
time that demand has fallen,
leaving American mills with too
much Inventory.
"Since late summer, and then
throughout the fall and winter
and for the most part up to the
present, markets have swiftly
dropped," Sandoval said.
Prins of Pennsylvania, whic'-.
has a three-year recycling contract with the city of Pittsburgh,
must pay a flat $42.50 a ton for
glass, metal, plastic containers
and newspaper - regardless of
what price it can get once the
material Is collected.
The city expected to earn about
$600,000 from that contract this
year, banking on the days when
people would steal paper from
curbside pickups and line up outside the door of recycling plants
to collect payment
Then the market went awry.
Prins made payments for October, November and December
last year, but hasn't paid since,
according to Margaret McCormick Barron, spokeswoman for
the mayor's office. The company
Is trying to renegotiate its contract with Pittsburgh.
"If we cant produce any

money for the materials and
there's absolutely no market,
then there's just no money to pay
them," said Lee Feldman, vice
president and general counsel
for parent company Prins Recycling Corp. In Fort Lee, NJ.
Feldman said the market had
been so bad that Prins had to
dump some of the newsprint it
collects In landfills.
Other municipalities also have
been affected.
Jefferson has canceled newsprint recycling altogether after
learning the William H. Martin
Disposal Co. would require the
borough to pay $12,500 a year.
Monroeville hasnt made a
dime on newsprint after earning
$25,000 last year. And in Perm
Hills, which signed a contract
with Prins last year, the municipality received only $21,687 of
the more than $55,000 it Is owed,
officials said.
At Atlas Waste Paper Corp. in
Pittsburgh's South Side, a
spokeswoman said the company's single warehouse is nearly
filled with worthless paper products.
"It's more expensive right now
to get rid of newspaper than it Is
to get rid of garbage," said Elaine
Morrow of Morrow Refuse Inc.,
which Is contracted to pick up
newsprint at several suburbs
north of Pittsburgh.
"The cost of recycling generally almost covers Itself," Morrow
said. "But it's costing us to recycle now."

Eastlake selected for Croatian consulate
The Associated Press
The Avioclatcd Prcn

Ten-year-old Bobby Brown enjoys (he first day of his summer vacation In Bellevue, Ohio. Brown
i he's glad school Is over. "I Just want to hang out for a while," he said.

Toddler pedals to grandma's
The Associated Press

.

BELLAIRE, Ohio - Baby, he
was born to ride.
A 4-year-old determined to go
visit his grandma was pulled
over by astonished motorists who
found him pedaling a 12-inch
bike with training wheels in the
fast lane of a busy four-lane
highway Sunday morning.
"The boy Just wanted to aee
grandma," Police Chief Bob Wallace said Monday.

Police were summoned after
worried drivers blocked the
southbound lane at about 7:15
a.m. and moved the boy, whom
police would identify only as
Ricky, onto the berm of Ohio 7.
He told police he was headed
for his grandmother's house in
Matfln's Ferry, about six miles
north of Bella!re. He had no idea,
police said, he was headed the
wrong way.
"Mom and Dad weren't out of
bed yet and little Ricky decided

he was going to see grandma," he
said with a chuckle. "That's a big
attitude they have at that age."
When he was pulled over, he
was about a mile from home.
"That kid had just pedaled his
butt off," he said.
Police later returned the boy
and his bike to his relieved parents. Wallace said the county
Children Services agency was
called in to Investigate as a matter of routine.

INDIANS
Continued from page one.

"(Hargrove's son] looks up at
me and says 'Nah.'," he said.
Finally, a youngster agreed to
lob the ball with the President,
and after viewing the Commander-in-Chief's style, DiBlaslo gave
him some advice.
"I told him that [Indian's catcher] Sandy Alomar's about sixfoot five. Just throw it as high as
you can," DiBlaslo recalled.
DiBlaslo fielded questions
from Hie audience about a variety of topics.

As all Indian games for 1996
were sell-outs, DiBiasio addressed fan concerns about
ticket availability for next
season.
DiBiasio said the number of
season tickets was raised to
20,000 this year, and will rise
again next year to 25,000, leaving
only 17,000 tickets for the average fan to buy.
There were three phases that
built the Indians to the prosperity they enjoy today, he said
The first priority was to add

Denny Smith's B.G. Truck Accessories
1055 N. Main Street » B.C.. OH 43402 • (419) 352-4324
Celebrating 15 yeaxg of service!
Saturday. June 15, 1996
Customer AppreclaUon Day
8 am - 5 pm

SALE!
Auto Alarms
from $129 00
Tonneau
Covers tram
$89.93
UndeieoatJng
$00.00

Door Prize*
Raffle every 15 minutes
Prizes include
• Toledo Mud Hens Tickets - Plus
the opportunity to see the San
Diego Padres "Famous Chicken
at a game.

Do-It-Youself Car Cleaning
Products
Concrete Garden Art from
Carruth Studio Inc.
Ball Caps
T-shirts

veterans to the major league roster.
The result of the second phase
towers over East Ninth Street in
Cleveland now - Jacobs Field.
Phase three - building up the
minor-league system - is an ongoing process, according to DiBiasio.

EASTLAKE, Ohio - Croatia selected a Cleveland suburb with a
strong Croatian-American flavor
for Its second American consulate.
Croatia, which has a consulate
in New York, opened its second
consulate In the United States on
Sunday in Eastlake, located
alongside Lake Erie about 20
miles northeast of Cleveland.
Consul General Domagoj Sola attended.
The consulate opened in a
former banquet hall at the American-Croatian Lodge, a traditional gathering place for
Cleveland's Croatian community.
"Quite a few people have
asked, 'Why Cleveland?' " Sola
told about 800 people at a ribboncutting ceremony. "The answer
lies In your response."
While the break Republic of I
Croatia was fighting Yugoslavia,
Cleveland's Croatian community
offered to house a consulate at
the lodge - proof that they believed Croatia would survive.
Sola said.
"This is a thank you from the
president of Croatia, from the
government of Croatia, to the
people of the Cleveland area, in

"This is a thank you from the president of
Croatia, from the government of Croatia, to
the people of the Cleveland area, in
particular the people of Croatian descent." '.
Domagoj Sola
consul general

particular the people of Croatian
descent," he said.
Sola said the consulate would
try to create business ties between Ohio and Croatia to
strengthen the republic's econ-

omy.
Sola, 52, left Croatia at the end
of World War II and Immigrated
to Canada In 1951. He lives In the
Toronto area, and has dual'
Canadian- Croatian citizenship.

Forrest Creason Golf Course
Student Summer Passes
are now available!!
* All the summer golf you can
play for only $120.00
* Charge your pass to your
Bursar Account with Proper
Identification
East Poa Road
Bowling Green, OH
(410)372 2674
Phone tor Tee Times

♦^

* You must have summer
validation sticker

8IJMMER 96

4%

FREE M0vIE8
EVERY WEDNESDAY
(BEGINNING JUNE 19)

111 OLBCHMP HRLL
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SAVE!
$50.00 ottaH
Pedal Boas
and Utility
Trailer*
15%orfaim
stock
accessorial

•In-store Product Demonstrations*
Car Brtte Car Cleaning Products • Auto Alarms
IXL Anti friction Metal Conditioner

FREE FREE FREE
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
THE OFFICE of STUDENT ACTIVITIES
372-2343
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What's the world look like up-side-down?

Gambling threatens to tear
Upper Peninsula tribe apart
John Flesher
The Associated Press

j^amm
The AtMcUled Prcis

Janice Wantonby, 29, takes a day off to enjoy the weather. Wantonby It surfing behind the boat
her roommate Wendy Hamilton Is steering.

ASSININS. Mich. - Slashed
tires, burned-out cars, tear gas
and rocks - these are the unexpected payouts from Indian
gambling that threaten to tear an
Upper Peninsula tribe apart.
"We were happier when we
were poor,'' said John Hascall, a
Catholic priest In the Keweenaw
Bay Indian Community.
Last week tribal police hurled
tear gas canisters in a failed attempt to flush out a group who
seized the community's headquarters building nine months
ago.
The tribal center grounds, littered with burned cars from previous clashes, resemble a fortress. Entrances are blocked by
felled trees and barbed wire.
Sentries patrol the area on offroad vehicles.
Hascall blames the dispute on
fast money and says similar rifts
are opening in tribes across the
country because the booming casino business is causing Indians
to lose their spiritual moorings.
Dissidents accuse leaders of
the 2,400-member tribe of lining
their pockets at the expense of
the rank and file, rigging elections to the 12-person tribal
council and stripping the voting
rights of anyone who challenges
them.
The tribal government says
many of the dissidents have dubious claims of membership and
recently moved to the reservation to cash in on the success of
its two casinos and bingo hall.
The main casino is on the reservation; a smaller operation is
about 80 miles east in Marquette
County.

Friends, family advertise lottery
The Associated Press

The advertisement In downtown Pittsburgh promotes the
PITTSBURGH - Betty Curran Pennsylvania Lottery Commisisn't a lottery winner, but she sion's Million Dollar Spin Game,
■plays one on a billboard.
It features 10 names on the out-

side of a spinning wheel, sup- board.
Kline said the lottery often
posedly representing the instant
winners who become prize con- uses the names of employees and
friends to avoid liability.
testants
All are friends and relatives of
Chuck Kline, the commission's
executive director. None are actual winners

'I wish."

'1 wish," said Curran, Kline's
aunt. "Somebody called and told
my daughter, 'I'm so happy for
your mother.' She thought I won
a lot of money."

BGSU Food Operations

All Curran actually got was a
release she had to sign to allow
her name to be put on the bill-
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Summer School Hours
Starting June 15,1996
Commons:
Monday - Friday
Breakfast 7 am -10 am
Lunch 11 am' 1 pm
Dinner 4:30 pm -6 pm
Weekends
Brunch 10 am -lpm
Dinner 4:30 pm - 6 pm
Chily's:
Sunday - Thursday
Noon -10:00 pm

3L

Betty Curran
Kline's aunt
"We live In a litigious society,"
he said. "We go out of our way to
steer clear of problems. We need
to maintain credibility with this
type of business."

iClip N Save

Howard's
clubM
Mon- Sot 12 -2:30 om
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At the center of the dispute is
tribal Chairman Fred Dakota, 58.
He 'has been chairman for 21
years and opened Michigan's
first Indian casino in his garage
in 1984. Dakota has pushed aggressively to expand the tribe's
gambling enterprises, sometimes
acting without state or federal
approval.
Tim Shanahan, the tribe's realty officer, said that before Dakota became chairman of the
reservation near Lake Superior
"there was absolutely nothing
here."
"Now we have 200 housing
units," he said. "He started the
casino. Now anybody In this
community who wants a Job can
have one. We have a construction
company, road programs. We're
about to build a new medical
center."
The rebel faction, calling Itself
Fight for Justice, claims the allegiance of about 300, although
only a few dozen hard-core activists occupy the tribal center.
"There are all kinds of people
In this tribe that support us but
they're afraid to speak up," said
Fight for Justice member Karen
Curtis. Dakota, she said, is "a
modern-day Hitler."
Fight for Justice is most angry
about the voting-rights dispute.
In the 1994 tribal election, Dakota foes won all four open council seats, and another dissident
tied Dakota's son, Bradley, for
chief tribal Judge.
The council nullified the election and purged more than 200
people from the voting rolls. It
said they were ineligible under
the tribal constitution. Another
election was held, and Dakota
supporters won easily.
Fight for Justice says the move

was a power grab. Dakota backers say it was necessary to prevent outsiders from seizing control of the casinos.
Under the constitution, only
members living on the reservation may vote. Shanahan, formerly the enrollment officer, acknowledges the tribe fudged the
requirement for years, letting
people vote who lived near but
outside reservation boundaries.
But after the tribe opened the
satellite casino and a housing
project near Marquette In 1994,
people on the original reservation began worrying that tribal
members living in Marquette
County and even in other states
would demand the same liberal
Interpretation.
'"Theoretically, we'd have a
tribal council that wasn't from
here," Shanahan said.
Fight for Justice leader Jerry
Curtis says the group invaded the
tribal center.in August only as a
last resort. The only avenues of
appeal were tribal courts and the
council, both controlled by Dakota backers. The U.S. Bureau of
Indian Affairs refused to intervene.
Rep. Bart Stupak, D-Mlch, and
others tried to mediate, but talks
went nowhere and positions have
hardened.
Armed guards patrol the
homes of Fred and Bradley Dakota Shanahan said his car
windows have been shot out, and
last week a Fight for Justice
sympathizer was charged with
slashing the tires of tribal police
vehicles.
Fight for Justice members
have similar complaints of vandalism, threats and intimidation.

PUPS
Continued from page one.
inals get soft when they're
around the dogs."
James, 45, said the puppies
help break up the monotony of
prison life. As he escorts the puppy around the compound, passing Inmates call out, "Polo, Polo!"
"I think it has had a calming
effect," Warden Gerald Huffman
said. "It's Just kind of a fun thing
to watch. When the dogs got here,
I Indicated to the guys, "You're
their dads."'
The prison-puppy program began about three years ago when
officials at the Ohio Reformatory
for Women in Marysville contacted Pilot Dogs Inc. to solicit
volunteer work for their inmates.
Pilot Dogs, a nonprofit Columbus-based organization, trains
about 160 dogs a year. It supplies
them for free to needy blind people In the United States, Canada
and Mexico.
Historically, the group has
used foster families to housebreak the puppies, teach them
obedience and take them to
stores and malls to acquaint the
animals with being out In public.
After a year, the puppies are returned to Pilot Dogs, which uses
harnesses to train them as guide
dogs.
Overall, about 60 percent of the
puppies are successfully trained
as guide dogs. However, the suc-

cess rate Jumps to 80 percent for
prison-raised puppies.
Jay Gray, executive director of
Pilot Dogs, attributes the difference to human companionship. In
foster homes, the puppies often
are left alone during the day. In
prison, they get round-the-clock
attention.
Gray said constant human contact seems to have a calming effect on the pups, making them
less excitable. That's a desirable
trait in guide dogs.
"We see a gentler dog," he said.
"It makes our Job a lot easier."
Annie Holloway, unit manager
at the Ohio Reformatory for
Women, said the puppies are extremely popular with the inmates, especially prisoners with
mental-health problems.
"I find it's really soothing for
them," she said. "It gives them
an opportunity to pet somebody,
to hug somebody."
At first, Holloway was skeptical of the program, fearing that
the Inmates would become too attached to the animals. But she
said a graduation ceremony for
the dogs and the arrival of new
puppies has helped soften that
anxiety.
About 60 puppies have graduated from the prison program so
far, and 34 currently are being
cared for in prisons.
The puppies stay in the cells
with the prisoners.
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Picnic
SW Patio
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The Bandwagon By Aaron Weisbrod Exiled former Black Panther
What a long, strange trip it's been
Primus. What can be said about
the metal/funk/pop /country/anarchy fusion of Les Claypool's non-power power trio that
hasn't already been said? Their
fifth and latest release "Tales
From the Punchbowl" debuted at
No. 8 on the Billboard music
chart in June, and since then
they've been touring the planet In
wake of its sucess.
Honestly, I was never one of
the world's biggest Primus fans,
but Its latest album has undoubtably given this humble music
reporter a new and surprisingly
fresh opinion of the band.
"Tales From the Punchbowl"
contains a diverse variety of
tasty morsels that range from the
ultra-heavy groove of "Professor
Nutbutter's House Of Treats" to
the Southern-rock-esque sing
along "Wynona's Big Brown
Beaver" to the flat-out welrdness
of "Hellhound 17 1/2 (theme
from)."
After giving the new disc a
listen. Interviewing guitarist
Larry Lalonde and giving the
disc another listen, I've honestly
begun to think twice about those
"Primus Sucks" stickers I occassionaly see in the windows of
cars.

So bow did the Primus finally
solidify into the unit it Is today?
Me and Les hooked-up from being in that other band, and the old
guitarist for Primus got married
and had kids so he had no time
for this nonsense (laughs). Les
called me up to see If I wanted to
be in [Primus] and I said "OK"
And then Herb came along because we needed a drummer. We
had a scale out there, and he
weighed the most so he became
the drummer.
So how has the reaction to
"Tales From the Punchbowl"
been so far?
For the most part good. Most
people probably won't tell me if
they hate it. They Just go "Uh,
yeah" and walk away. The music
[industry] people usually have
the same opinion of our records
What's their reaction to you
guys?
They're used to letting us just
do whatever we want and saying
"Yeah, whatever."

You guys have got that
CD-ROM thlngy on your new CD
too, right?
Yeah, I guess they're calling it
an "Enhanced CD." Basically
they take whatever room is left
Primus, huh?
Unfortunately, yeah. I tried to at the end of the CD after the
get in Van Halen but it didn't music's on there and put computer info on there.
workout.
I apologize. So how did you end
What kind of stuff do you guys
up hooking up with these Primus
have on It?
fellas?
On ours you drive this boat
From being around town and
being in the bands, me and Les around to a bunch of different
were actually in another band floating sea things, and each
together. Well, he wasn't really in thing is like a song. So if you
it, he was kind of filling In the drive up to it, it goes to a song,
bass spot for this other band I and whatever goes on in the song
happens In computer animation
was playing guitar in.
... but it's simple animation because there's not a lot of room
left on the end of the CD (laughs).
Which band was this?
It was Blind Illusion, I was There's no Jurassic Park effects
probably guitarist number ISO in here.
What's your favorite song on
that band. Almost everyone from
the [San Fransisco] Bay Area was "Tales From the Punchbowl?"
"Space Farm."
in that band.

And why would that be?
Because It has "space" in the
title.
Are you a big space junkie?
Yeah. Space is a fine thing.
Anything that has to do with
space or robots is OK.
It's no secret that MTV has
been censoring some of the
words to "Wynona's Big Brown
Beaver." How do you feel about
that?
We're used to it at this point.
Out of whatever little they show
of our videos they make us take
out whatever the closest thing to
a "bad" word Is. But even ahead
of time we anticipated it and said
we'd take out some word to save
time, but then they came up with
other things that didn't fit into
their standards.
Do you guys have any other
videos that are going to be making their way to MTV?
We Just finished one that's all
claymatlon for "Southbound Pacaderm." It was made by a bunch
of the guys who did "A Nightmare Before Christmas."
When will that be hitting the
general public?
It will probably be on MTV
next week, but we'll see what
happens after that. I dont even
know how often our videos get
played.
Of course they don't play that
many videos anymore anyways ...
That's true. So If you're up at
four in the morning you might
see a Primus video.
Are you guys ever going to
release a video collection so that
people will be able to actually see
your videos?
I'd like to. I dont know if it'd
be a video or a CD-ROM or what,
but I'd like to do something to
• collect our videos because videos
are so expensive to make and
they don't get played very often.
It'd be nice for someone to see
them besides us sitting in the
editing room going, "Oh wow,
this is really cool." Maybe
someone besides us will see them
someday.

Irish keep the ancient alive
Klra L. Bllllk
The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA - One of the
most intriguing aspects of the
Irish people is their ability to
keep the ancient alive. The
Emerald Isle has a long storytelling tradition that propels heroes
like Finn MacCool and great
kings like Brian Boru from the
distant past into the present.
Clannad singer Maire Brennan
sat at her grandfather's knee as a
child and listened to such stories.

The band's new album, "Lore," is
a tribute to that oral tradition and
the Clannad custom of blending
songs sung in English with ones
sung in Gaelic.
"My grandfather was amazing,
because he really was into a lot of
folklore," Brennan said in a telephone interview from her home
In Dublin. "That's the whole
thing about Ireland people love
■telling stories and making up
their own and adding mystery."
The band's home, County
Donegal (in the very north of Ire-

land in the province of Ulster), is
rich In song and culture, Brennan
said.
"People would come to Ireland
and would just go to the west
coast... but they'd leave Donegal
because it was too far away," she
said. "And because people didn't
visit It a lot, it hasnt been
touched too much. [That) has definitely preserved a lot of cultural
aspects."
Singing in Gaelic is probably
more natural, Brennan said, than
singing in English.

Don't Let The Bad Weather Fade Your Tan:
15 Tanning Sessions
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Chicago
Sec the Windy City!
WEEKEND TRIP
June 28, 29, 30
See the Cleveland Indians play the Chicago White Sox!
Packages Include:
A : Hotel; Transportation &
Game ticket
•*> $140.00

^ fc a|jo „,,, ^^ of
theTaste of Chicago!

(for double occupancy $180.00)

B: Hotel & transportation only $126.00
C : Game tickets only

•*- $12.00

(provide own transportation and lodging)
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does not regret hijacking
Anita Snow
The Associated Press

HAVANA - Facing trial for a
shootout that wounded two police
officers, William Lee Brent carried a handgun aboard TWA
flight 154 In San Francisco on
June 17, 1969, and hijacked the
jetliner to Cuba.
Twenty-six years later, the
former Black Panther remains in
exile on this communist island,
unwilling to return home and
face certain life Imprisonment
for aircraft piracy and kidnapping.
Brent said he has no regrets
about hijacking the plane. "I was
a soldier in the war for black liberation," he said as he relaxed in
a rattan chair, wearing shorts,
T-shirt and orange sandals.
After more than a quartercentury of isolation from the rest
of the world, Brent admitted that
he misses the United States, the
American black community, and
his elderly mother and sister.
"I miss my people, the struggle, the body language," said

Brent. "The black community in
Cuba is very different"
In recent years, he has resigned himself to never seeing
his country or his mother, now in
her 80s, ever again. "She's far too
sick to travel," he said sadly.
Today, the 65-year-old with the
graying beard and silver stud in
one earlobe scarcely resembles
the angry young man in dark
shades on the cover of "Long
Time Gone," his memoirs recently published by Time Books,
a division of Random House.
Brent has been cheered by reviews of the book, most overwhelmingly positive. The Washington Post described it as
"honest and sometimes as exciting as a thriller"; Kirkus Reviews
called it "riveting."
In the book. Brent tells of
growing up in the deep South, of
coming of age on the streets of
Oakland, Calif., and of Joining the
Black Panther organization in his
late 30s.
He chronicles a police shootout
that led to his dismissal from the
revolutionary group and of the

hijacking he readily admits he
committed to flee prosecution.
And he details his life In Cuba,
from the moment he stepped off
the plane and was Immediately
hustled away by Cuban police.
Although never formally convicted, he spent 22 months in an
immigration Jail while suspicious
Cuban authorities tried to figure
out what to do with him.
The focus of the book is Brent,
the man and the rebel.
"The book Isnt about Cuba and
It isnt about the Black Panther
Party, but both played an important role In my development. I
still support the Idea of revolution," Brent said in the living
room of his airy second-floor,
three-bedroom apartment. He
and his wife, American Journalist
Jane McManus, acquired their
home in a state-approved trade
when its previous occupants left
the country five years ago.
"Revolution was something
necessary for the Black Panthers
at that particular time," Brent
said of the 1960s. "But I dont
think it is viable now."

The Phantom' creator established j
standards for modern superheroes!
Ted Anthony
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - No alien culture
sent him to become Earth's savior. He wasn't invulnerable,
wasn't bitten by a radioactive
spider, wasn't a playboy holed up
in a mansion with a faithful butler and a dark obsession.
This gun-toting hero lived in
the jungle, rode a white horse,
wore a skin-tight purple suit and
was just as human as the legions
who followed his escapades in
dally and Sunday newspapers.
Before Batman, before Superman, a masked swashbuckler
fought evil in style from his cave
headquarters deep in a lush,
vaguely defined jungle named
Bengalla. His name was The
Phantom, and Lee Falk knows
him well.
Falk - who dreamed up the
Phantom In 1936, drew the strip
at first and still writes every story for distribution to more than
500 newspapers - likes to think
his creation added Just a little to
the modern definition of a hero.
"When I was a kid, I loved tales
of gods and heroes - Thor, Ulysses, Rolanz, the Knights of the
Round Table," says Falk, who

gives his age as "just plain old."
"All those heroes went into the
Phantom. He's that kind of a
hero. But I dont remember those
heroes as self-effacing," he says.
"The Phantom would be In the
middle of guns and he'd joke
about it. That's not unusual now.
And It makes the hero more likable.
"Ulysses," he hastens to add,
winking, "wasnt self-effacing."
The Phantom, aka Kit Walker,
is the 21st in a family of men who
have passed the crime-fighting
mantle from father to son since
1535, when the first Phantom
took the job to avenge his father's death at the hands of pirates.
Their seeming longevity begat
the legend that the Phantom
never dies.
This weekend, Falk's creation
comes to life at theaters, the
latest of American cartoon
heroes to make the leap to the big
screen. It's a fun ride - and, Falk
says, a natural extension. "The
Phantom," a Paramount Pictures
release, stars Billy Zane in the title role and co-stars Treat Williams and Kristy Swanson.
Falk's Phantom may not top the
A-list of mythic American comic
superheroes, but It has certainly

proven its longevity.
"Superman, Batman - they a|l
came afterward," Falk say*.
"There were a bunch of guy's
around New York who wanted to
be cartoonists, and this strip captivated them."
New superheroes emerged
during the next few years that
would become American
legends:. Superman, Batman, the
Blue Beetle, the Green Hornet.
All shared many traits with the
Phantom - a secret identity; a
skintight costume, apparent
unexplained powers.
"In Marvel and DC, there are
so many superheroes. They're
not humans," Falk says. "I wanted him to be human."
Falk always has tried to write
for adults, not for children; besides mythology, he drew on everything from Edgar Rice Burroughs' "Tarzan of the Apes" Jo
Kipling's "The Jungle Books" to
fashion his Phantom.
"When you're writing for ^iquire or Rolling Stone or even
Screw magazine, you're writing
for an audience. I'm writing far
80 million people. Some of them
are sun worshipers," he says, j
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Athletes will miss five games
Tom Withers
The Associated Press
NEW YORK -- American
League president Gene Budig
countered Albert Belle's forearm
smash with a hard blow of his
own.
Budig suspended Belle five
games for his vicious shot to
Milwaukee second baseman Fernando Vina's face last Friday
night, which triggered a brawl
between the Cleveland Indians
and Brewers.
The suspension was the fifth in
six years for the controversial
Cleveland slugger, who just 18
days ago was ordered by Budig to
undergo counseling to help control his temper.
Budig also suspended Indians
pitcher Julian Tavarez, who
slammed umpire Joe Brinkman
to the ground, and Milwaukee
catcher Mike Matheny, who
charged the mound, for five
games each. All three players
immediately appealed the suspensions, which won't take effect
until after hearings.
The suspensions of Tavarez
and Matheny were expected. Belle's, however, was a bit surprising.
His actions were considered
within baseball's rules by the

Indians', Brewers' players
suspended for fighting
umpires working last Friday
night's game. And if he wasn't
reprimanded when the play occurred, why now?
.Budig, It appears, is sending a
message to Belle: Behave or else.
Belle's agent. Am Tellem,
thinks Budig's decision is but another example of how his client
has become a target.
"Once again, Albert is being
held to a different standard,"
Tellem said. "It was just a good,
hard play. Albert did not mean to
injure Vina.
"For any other player in baseball, there definitely would not
have been a suspension," he said.
"Given that he was not ejected,
and given that the umpire said it
was a legal play, this is just total,
total discrimination on the part
of the commissioner's office
against Albert."
Tellem may have a point.
However, Belle's track record of
transgressions has obviously
caught up with him.
Before his first at-bat of the
season, he was fined $50,000 for a

profane tirade during last year's
World Series. And an Ohio court
cited him for reckless operation
of a motor vehicle, the result of
chasing teen-agers who threw
eggs at his house on Halloween.
The temperamental outfielder
was suspended by baseball every
year from 1991-94 for offenses
ranging from throwing a ball and
hitting a heckler to corking his
bat. He made it through 1995
without being suspended, but
started a new streak this year
with his latest transgression.
Only last week, Belle cursed a
fan In Texas who wished to trade
a home-run ball - which Belle
wanted ~ for another souvenir.
Budig wasn't able to reprimand
him for that, so the timing of Friday's incident certainly didn't
help Belle.
"I think it's warranted," Vina
said. "I don't mind the guy running me over, but everybody
could see he hit me in the face
with his elbow."
Should Belle's suspension
stand, it could seriously hinder

his chances at a pursuit of Roger
Maris' single-season home run
record. Belle, who entered tonight's game against Seattle tied
for the major-league lead with 21
homers, led the majors with 50
last year and at one point this
season had 65 homers in his previous 162 games.
Budig suspended Tavarez "for
placing the safety of an umpire at
risk - which is Inexcusable. Umpire Joe Brinkman was attempting to restore order when he was
slammed to the ground."
Umpires union head Richie
Phillips called Tavarez's punishment "woefully inadequate."
Tavarez, whose fastball behind
Matheny's head In the ninth inning ignited the brawl, may have
gotten off easy.
Bill Madlock was punished
more severly in 1980 when he
shoved his glove in the face of
NL umpire Gerry Crawford.
Madlock, then with Pittsburgh,
was suspended for 15 days.
"There was a time in baseball
when that kind of penalty
would've been imposed," Phillips
said.
On the other hand, Matheny
and his manager, Phil Garner,
thought his penalty was far too
harsh

Ravens' uniforms
will be unveiled
The Associated Press
BALTIMORE - The Baltimore Ravens will play in purple, black, and gold uniforms
when they take the field at
Memorial Stadium this fall,
according to a published report.
The uniforms will feature
black helmets with a gold
crest and purple stripe, purple
home jerseys and white away
Jerseys, and black pants. The
(Baltimore) Sun reported today, citing unidentified sources.
According to The Sun, the
team's logos will Include a
helmet crest featuring the letter "B" and a portion of the
Maryland state flag, and a jersey patch with a raven swooping down onto a football.
The uniforms are scheduled
to be unveiled Wednesday
whert players, including quarterback Vlnny Testaverde,
model them at a downtown
ceremony.
But the Ravens planned a
"sneak preview" of at least
one of their new logos, dropping banners from downtown

buildings amid fireworks following tonight's Orioles game
against the Detroit Tigers.
"We want to have a public
event. We want the public to
first see the product," said
Kevin Byrne, a spokesman for
the team.
The team formerly known
as the Cleveland Browns left
its old orange and brown
colors, and the team name, In

"We want to have
a public event. We
want the public to
first see the
product."
Kevin Byrne
a spokesman for the team

Cleveland as part of the deal
that secured league approval
for its move to Baltimore.

Classifieds
SERVICES OFFERED

HELP WANTED

Nod A Babysitter?
Eiperienced. 23 yr. old female college student
would like lo baoysit. Aval. M-F alter 6pm i
weekends. Call Alianna at 353-4001.
Roommate needed lor Aug. '96 • 2 bdrni apt.
Close lo campus, unties included. Can Jeremy
SS4-8170.

AIRLINE JOBS
Now hiring domestic & international staltl Flight
attendants, ticket agents, reservationists.
ground crew & more. Excellent ravel benefits'
Call Airline Employment Services.
1-206-971-3690 ext. LSS441.
Babysitter wanted in my home. Weston area.
2-5. Mon. through Fri
Call 669-3024

WANTED

Childcare * Housesiner' Pel Keeper
11 yr.old child. Summer Only.
8-5; Mon. thru Fn 353-3049

Female subleaser needed ASAP"
1996-97 school year.
419-929-3921

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2.000wmonth working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel.
Seasonal & lull-time employment available. No
experience necessary For more information
can 1 -206-971 -3550 ext. C55446

Roommate needed immediately.
Male/Female. $192 50/mo & 111 give you my
seounty deposit Cat anytime 3S3-3610.
Sublease's needed lor summer.
2 bdrm. apt. w/ AC. near campus.
Call 352-1644

T
1

CHINA

EARN J1 50.00
The Sleep Lab needs female students (age
18 28) to participate in a 48 hr sleep deprivation experiment this summer. Participants must
be enrolled in summer classes. Call 2-254? or
2-2474 for into.

$1.25

Chicken Fried Rice
■ • Coupon good at BG only.
I • Please bring ad with you.

iiiT- kSu'k a. o— w—

Local manufacturing company has need of
part-time unskilled production employee a.
These jobs are mainly assembly of small pans.
Work 15-20 hours a week around your school
schedule. Only one block off BGSU campus,
south ol Wooster Sireet. so you can walk or
drive. Many BGSU students work at this plant.
Rate or pay rs $4 25 per hour. Come by to pick
up an application form Advanced Specially
Products, Inc. 428 Clough Street, Bowling
Green. OH 43402.

Job Opening Announcement
May 23.1996
Texas Migrant Council Inc. Oh*o Region
27832 Lemoyne Rd., Millbury OH 43447
419-837-6503 -FAX 419-837-8509
Thai Texas Migrant Council. Inc.-Ohio region
announces the following position openings:
HE ALTH.MENTA L HEALTH SPECIALIST
Days & Hours Worked: 40 hours per week
Extensive travel within the stale A during tie
summer months.
Occasional overnight travel.
Salary: $1124-S1 8.30 per hour depending on
experience and qualifications.
Oualifica ions-Mkiimum:
1
Bachelor's degree in Public Health. Health
Education or RN
" Three year's experience in delivery of healih
services to low-income children and families.
' Bi lingual in English and Spanish.
' Computer skills-WordPerfect or Word and
use of a spreadsheet.
Job Closes: June 14,1996 at 3:00pm.
Applications are available: Ohio Bureau of
Employment Services-Fremont Office
419-332-7349. Texas Migrant Council • Ohio
region office (see above).Texas Migrant Council. Inc. Is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

OPEN DAILY

11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Stop By and See What's Good For Lunch!
lO8OS.MQinSt..0G. OH • 353-8413

Job Opening Announcement
May 23,1096
Texas Migrant Council. Inc -Ohio Region
27832 Lemoyne Rd., Millbury OH 43447
419-837-6503 • FAX 419-837-6509
The Texas Migrant Council, Inc. - Ohio region
announces the following position opening:
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Days and Hours Worked: 40 hours per week
Occasional local travel within state
Salary $7 83 $12 75 per hour depending on
experience and qualifications
OualrRcations-Minimum:
' One year office management expenenco
* Five years of progressively more responsible
experience in successful operation and management ol a mutofunction office.
' Ability to work with people under ensis and
underpressure.
' Interpersonal ski Is to meet public and work
with program parents and staff.
* Must be accurate and be able to attend » detail
* Bi-lingual m English and Spanish.
' Computer skills-WordPerfect. Windows 95
and use of a spreadsheet.
Job Coses: June 14,1996 at 3 00 pm
Appiicatons are available: Oho Bureau ol
Employment Services-Fremont Office
419-332-7349 Texas Migrant Council-Oho
Region Office (see above).
Texas Migrant Council. Inc. Is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Job Opening Announcement
May 23,1996
Texas Migrant Council. bx Ohio Region
' 27832 Lemoyne Road, Millbury OH 43447
419 837 6503 ■ FAX 4 19637 6509
The Texas Migrant Council. Inc.-Oho region
announces the following posnon opening:
SOCIAL SERVICES/
PARENT INVOLVEMENT SPECIALIST
Oays and Hours Worked: 40 hours per week.
Extensive travel within the state during summer months
Occasonal overnight travel.
Salary: $11.24 to $18.30 per hour depending
on experience and qualifications
Oualificatons-Miri ktnum:
' Bachelor's degree m Social Work, Human
Services or related field and three years expe
hence in delivery of services to low-income families.
* Bt-UnguaJ in English and Spanish.
* Computer skills WordPerfect or Word and
use of a spreadsheet
Job Closes June 14.1996 at 3:00 pm
Appiicatons are available: Oho Bureau ol
Employment Services-Fremont Office
419-332-7349. Texas Migrant Council.
Inc -Ohio regon of fee (see above).
Texas Migrant Council, Inc Is an Equal Opporlumty Employer

Welcome Summer Students!
FOR

The Finest Beef
Served Anywhere.

BGSU AND GREEK
MERCHANDISE

Job Opening Announcement
May 23,1996
Texas Migrant Council. Inc. Ohio Region
27832 Lemoyne Rd, MHbury OH 43447
410-637-6503 - FAX 419 8376509
The Texas Migrant Council, Inc.-Ohio region
announces the following positon opening:
EDUCATION DISABILITIES SPECIALIST
Days and Hou rs Worked: 40 hours per week.
Extensive travel within the state during summer months.
Occasonal overnight travel.
Satan/ Si 1 24 to $1830 per hour depending
on experience and qualifications.
Qua! i I cat ons- Mkiimu m:
' Bachelors degree In Early Childhood Education or Chid Development and three years expenence coordinating the Education component or Disabilities Services component in a
Head Start program.
' Bi-linguaJ in English and Spanish.
' Computer skills-Word Perfect or Word and
ability to use a spreadsheet
Job Closes: June 14.1996 at 3.00 pm
Appiicatons are available at: Ohio Bureau of
Employment Services-Fremont Office
419-332-7340. Texas Migrant Council.
Inc -Orxo Region Office (see above)
Texas Migrant Council, Inc. Is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Sitter wanted in my home for well behaved 7
yeex old. Approx. 10-20 hours per week. M-F.
References req Call 354-3425 after 4pm

HOT DAYS

FOR SALE
Five (5) rolls, $25 00. Labelon High Sensitivity
Thermal Fax Paper. Contact: Denise Freeman.
Dept of Military Science. 372 2476

FOR RENT
•3530325-Carry Rentals'
Smgle rooms lor summer
Male Students

1 apt. for Fall or single room for males
Very dose to campus ■ 9 or 12 mo lease
353-0325 " Carry Rentals

HELP"! Subleaser Needed
424 Clough • 6796 thru 5/97
More info call 354-7604. Eric or Knsien

House - 835 Fifth St. Aug. to Aug lease. $750
mo. plus ulil. 3 bed, 1 bath, (urn., off street
parking. Call 352-9392.

COOL NIGHT8

GUMMER

96

MONDAY MUSICIANS & fftOSTY
fR6EBI6S
EVERY MONDAY
(BEGINNING JUNE 17)
/ / :30AM-1 2:20PM
LOCATED DIRECTLY
BEHIND THE UNION
BRING YOUR LUNCH...ENJ0Y SOME FROSTY
FREEBIES AND SOME GOOD MUSICIII
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACnVfTIES
372-2343

Good Service, Good Quality, Good Prices
T-shirts
Greeting Cards, ect
Dry Cleaning
Sweatshirts
Jackets
Service
Hats
Totes
Tuxedo Rental

407.. OIT Bathing Suits

Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge • 352- 8333
Mon.. Tues.. Frt. & Sat. 10 -5:50 • Wed. & Thurs. 10-8

fHfDKB3FACTDB»
leltfltine 4I9 3S1 ?\ 10
email anslm " nciet iri
108 Sum Mam. tiimilini It

146 North Main Bowling Green

It's fast, it's free, and it's
all the news you need!!!!

